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is a group of 6 experienced companies, located in Northern 
Italy only a few kilometres from Milan, with a young family 
management.
The companies, with a strong presence on the worldwide 
markets, are specialized in industrial subcontracting activities in 
different fields of high precision mechanics, and able to work in 
synergy to supply high level customized engineered products.
IMT group supplies customers in the field of aluminium, brass 
and technopolymers die casting, high precision turned parts & 
fittings, steel rings turning & heat treating, hot pressing brass 
and non-ferrous metals, stainless steel ferrules for pressfittings 
systems, stainless steel T.I.G. welded tubes and 2D laser 
cutting and machining. 
Target operations are: high precision mechanics, taps, valves, 
hydraulic, heating, pneumatics, automotive, textile machinery, 
machine tools, aeronautics, shipbuilding, medical, dental, 
household appliance and lighting.
IMT companies can rely on modern operations equipped with 
state of the art manufacturing technologies and more than 
200 employees following strict ethical code of conduct and 
remarkable care for the environment that are needed to face 
the global market.

www.imt-network.com



1934 was the year that witnessed the foundation 
of Stamperia Bosatra, company specialized in hot 
pressing brass and mechanical machining.

We produce with 15 presses, with variable power 
from 100-800 ton, guaranteeing the production  of 
articles from 20 grams to 7 kg, for various industrial 
segments.

We are the partner that provides a full service with 
complete technical and manufacturing advice, from 
the project to the instructions and characteristics of 
alloys, from moulding to sophisticated machining op-
erations carried out on transfer machines and CNC.

We continuously follow the research and develop-
ment of the innovative materials required by markets, 
like brass containing little or no lead; the raw material 
that the company uses are strictly controlled we guar-
antee our clients receive top quality Italian manufac-
tured certified products (ISO 9001-2015).

www.stamperiabosatra.it
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www.fuselli.it

We have been working in the field of turned parts and 
turned pipe fittings since 1966. In terms of dimen-
sions and structure, our company combines the ad-
vantages of a personal management style with those 
of the most advanced technology.

The products we make fulfill the requirements of the 
most varied manufacturing sectors, to whom we offer 
a wide range of products with a production of me-
dium and large batches realized with automatic multi-
spindle lathes and CNC multispindle lathes (from Ø4 
up to Ø50mm) and CNC lathes for small batches of 
parts of particular complexity.

All data for dimensional control of our products, col-
lected during the production phase, are stored to pro-
duce statistics and flow charts that represent the his-
torical memory and that of our customers.

Our production standard has earned the certifica-
tion of quality according to ISO 9001-2015 and ISO 
14001-2015.



www.fuselli.it



www.prosino.com

PROSINO is an Italian company, certified ISO 9001-
2015 and ISO 14001-2015, highly specialized in the 
turning, heat treating and grinding of steel rings, and 
in particular in 100Cr6 bearing steel from 8 mm of 
bore up to 300 mm of OD.

Main applications are for textile machinery (spinning 
& twisting), machine tool bearing and hydraulic mo-
tors. Sub-contracting  job is also available.
PROSINO is equipped with 18 multispindle mechani-
cal lathes and 13 c.n.c. and a large stock of tubes 
allow flexibility and ready available raw material.

A modern heat treatment department allows the 
PROSINO customer to enjoy a finished product ready 
to be ground. Very much care is put in deformation 
control and dimensional stability over time thanks to 
subfreezing cells after quenching (S0 treatment).

EDM wire cutting machining are available as well as 
additional surface finish like chrome plating, black 
oxiding, zinc and nichel plating. Special and custom 
made roller bearings can be also supplied.



www.prosino.com



www.setvis.com

Since 1933 our company is specialized in thermoplas-
tics materials injection moulding, thermosetting materials 
compression moulding, mould construction and mechan-
ical working by CNC.

PROJECTS: our instruments are CAD 3D - REVERSE 
ENGINEERING - MOLDFLOW - FEM - RAPID PROTO-
TYPING - CAM our engineering office is be able to offer 
design and projects of items and moulds.

MOULD CONSTRUCTION: our moulds are all construct-
ed by own production departments, we made all our 
moulds with steel hardness until 54 Rochwell to guaran-
tee high productions.

PRODUCTION: we are able to transform: Polymers (PS 
- PP - PE - PMMA - ABS PA - POM - PPS - PEEK - PBT 
- PET naturals, coloured, reinforced with fiber glass, Tef-
lon, carbon and minerals); thermosetting (BMC, SMC, 
phenolic and melamine resins, urea and silicone).

FINISHING: production of metal inserts, welding with 
ultrasound, pad printing, reworking with CNC, polishing 
with vibrating machinery, assemblings, packaging, 3D di-
mension controls.



www.setvis.com



www.steamsrl.com

STEAM was founded in 1991 as a natural evolution of 
the previous family business specialized in the manu-
facture of copper, brass and stainless steel tubes.

STEAM produces stainless steel T.I.G. welded tubes 
and fittings and is Supplier of the most important man-
ufacturers of flexible hoses, sanitary components and 
equipments, pressfitting systems as well as of the au-
tomotive and household components.

As part of STEAM’s continuous improvement and 
search for new markets STEAM has recently expand-
ed its production acquiring a fiber laser machine for 
2D processing and cutting of round tubes (diameter 
from 12 to 120 mm), square tubes (from 12 to 100 
mm), oval and elliptical tubes (up to 120x70 mm) in  
steel, stainless steel, brass, copper and aluminum for 
many areas of application. 

STEAM is certified ISO 9001-2015 and pays a re-
markable care for the environment and safety.



www.steamsrl.com



www.togno.it

The Alfredo Togno Company, established in 1938, 
is specialized in the manufacturing of particular alu-
minium die-casting high quality parts for supporting 
customers in all the production process following UNI 
EN ISO 9001-2015 certification to aim the full quality.

The policy of co-design, in close collaboration with 
the customer, together with the use of the most up to 
date planning systems CAD 3D, allow a planning of 
360 degrees regarding the project. The preliminary 
research guarantees the dimensional and quality 
standards, agreed with the customer keeping them 
through years, also supplying e test model prototype 
if required.

The Production unit is equipped by automatized ma-
chines with capacity from 200 to 750 tons for the die-
casting at cold chambers. The main finishing opera-
tions are directly carried out inside the factory with 
machineries for the control and the finishing of the 
die-cast jets to offer a complete service to the cus-
tomer from planning and realizations of the mould to 
production o and finishing with different surface treat-
ment and machining under the full quality control.



www.togno.it



stamperia bosatra s.r.l. arnaldo fuselli & C s.n.c. prosino s.r.l. setvis-fisat s.r.l. fonderia
alfredo togno s.r.l.

steam s.r.l.
Via per Valduggia, 7

13011 Borgosesia (VC) - Italy
Tel +39 0163 21560
Fax +39 0163 27483

info@stamperiabosatra.it

Via al Sesia, 5
Zona Ind. Roccapietra

13019 Varallo Sesia (VC) - Italy
Tel +39 0163 560700
Fax +39 0163 560766

fuselli@fuselli.it

Via Garodino - Zona Ind. D4
28075 Grignasco (NO) - Italy

Tel +39 0163 418444
Fax +39 0163 418445

info@prosino.com

Via Somalia, 19
13100 Vercelli - Italy
Tel +39 0161 212880
Fax +39 0161 212320

setvis@setvis.com

Via dell’Edilizia, 1
28924 Fondotoce Verbania - Italy

Tel +39 0323 586955
Fax +39 0323 586956

info@togno.it

Via dei Carusi, 11-12-13
28885 Piedimulera (VB) - Italy

Tel +39 0324 842054
Fax +39 0324 842042
info@steamsrl.com
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